
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a demand analyst. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for demand analyst

Have at least two direct reports who are accountable for cycle counting and
day to day inventory control assignments
Optimize inventory storage to improve space utilization and labor efficiency
Manage the FDC’s cycle count process and measure results
Be responsible for inventory slotting and other WMS enhancements to
improve inventory throughput and accuracy
Analyze data and report on key inventory metrics such as cycle count
accuracy, inventory turnover and SKU velocity
Publish reports to provide a scorecard of finished goods inventory health for
the KitchenAid business
Identify areas to improve inventory accuracy and control
Have direct contact with warehouse personnel as questions/issues arise
regarding finished goods inventory
Work with other departments such as Trade Partner Services, Deployment,
Transportation, Accounts Payable, and Internal Control as they may
encounter issues or have questions regarding finished goods inventory
Participate on cross functional teams as a representative of Inventory Control
to recommend appropriate procedures for executing transactions/processes

Qualifications for demand analyst

Knowledge of IT&S consumption data sources such as CMS, Altiris, Asset
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Cooperate sales force for monthly forecasts update, and manage NPI
tracking
The S&OP Leader is responsible for demand planning for all GPL’s assigned
to him/her that are within the manufacturing site(s) or that are outsourced to
an external supplier
The S&OP Leader will help coordinate and facilitate the site level monthly
MBR/S&OP meeting for the purpose of actively resolving and communicating
all issues inhibiting the business unit from achieving their desired results
The S&OP Leader will take a leadership roll in participating in the monthly
rough cut capacity planning Supply Review meeting to ensure the Demand
Plan is being supported and potential issues inhibiting support of same are
brought forward to the site level MBR/S&OP meeting
In concert with Materials Management he/she will have shared responsibility
in support of the Inventory Plan at the finished goods level


